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ช่ือวทิยานิพนธ์  การรับรู้ความเช่ือ และค่านิยมของคนสามรุ่น: การศกึษาการเปล่ียนแปลง
   ทางพฤติกรรมและวฒันธรรมของชนเผา่ Drogpa ในประเทศภูฏาน 
ผู้เขียน   Mr.Dorji  Wangchuk  
สาขาวชิา  พฒันามนุษยแ์ละสงัคม 
ปีการศึกษา  2556 
 

บทคดัย่อ 
 

  การรับรู้ความเช่ือ และค่านิยมของชนเผา่ Drogpa คร้ังน้ี เนน้การศึกษาเปรียบเทียบการ
รับรู้ถึงการเปล่ียนแปลงประเพณี วฒันธรรม และพฤติกรรมของชนเผ่า  Drogpa สามรุ่น  
(อายุ 15-35 ปี, 36-56 ปี และ 57 ปีข้ึนไป) โดยศึกษาในสองชุมชน ได้แต่ ชุมชน Me rag  
และ Sag steng นอกจากน้ียงัศึกษาผลกระทบทางบวกและลบของนโยบายและแผนในการส่งเสริม
ประเพณีและวฒันธรรมของประเทศท่ีมีอยูใ่นปัจจุบนั ใชว้ิธีการวิจยัแบบผสานวิธี (mixed methods) 
เก็บข้อมูลเชิงปริมาณและข้อมูลเชิงคุณภาพ กับกลุ่มตัวอย่าง 180 คน และ 30 คน ตามล าดับ 
วิเคราะห์ขอ้มลูเชิงปริมาณดว้ยสถิติไคสแควร์ และขอ้มลูเชิงคุณภาพดว้ยการวิเคราะห์เน้ือหา 
  ผลการศึกษาพบว่า กลุ่มคนสูงวยัส่วนใหญ่ (ร้อยละ 78.4) รับรู้ว่าเยาวชนไม่ค่อย
สนใจในการเปล่ียนแปลงด้านประเพณีและวฒันธรรม ในขณะท่ีกลุ่มเยาวชน (ร้อยละ 45.0)  
ไม่มีความเห็นในเร่ืองน้ี นอกจากน้ีกลุ่มคนสูงวยั (ร้อยละ 58.4) รู้สึกว่าครอบครัวไม่ได้แสดง
บทบาทในการรักษาและส่งเสริมวฒันธรรม ประเพณีใหด้  ารงอยูต่่อไป 
  ภายใตส้ถานการณ์ดงักล่าวการด ารงอยูข่องวฒันธรรม ประเพณีของชนเผา่ Drogpa 
จึงเป็นเร่ือจ าเป็นอย่างยิ่งท่ีรัฐบาลควรใส่ใจและหาทางอนุรักษ์และส่งเสริม เพ่ือให้ชุมชน Me rag  
และ Sag steng สามารถด ารงไวซ่ึ้งวฒันธรรม ประเพณีของตนสืบต่อไปได ้
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ABSTRACT 

 

The study on meme-perception among the three Drogpa generations is 

a cultural, traditional and behavioural study. The study emphasizes on the assimilation 

of opinions of the three generations [respondents] on the trends of culture and 

traditions, and the behaviour of Drogpa. This study has empirically focused on to 

what extent the modern amenities have brought impact on the Drogpa of Me rag and 

Sag steng. It has also reviewed the pros and cons of those existing plans and policies 

affiliated to promoting cultures and traditions of Bhutan. This study has adopted mix 

methodological approach to determine the meme-perception of 210 respondents 

[n=180 for survey and, n= 30 for interview] of three different age groups [15-35; 36-

56; 57 and above] through survey and interview. The data collected through 

conducting the interview and survey questionnaire were analyzed performing cross-

tabulation, Chi-square test and the content analysis. The respondents of three 

generations of Drogpa have common meme-perception on modern development and 

the preservation and promotion of culture and traditions. The meme-perception 

among the three generations of Drogpa on modern development, and the culture and 

traditions are determined as their response to their cultural and traditional future. The 

older generation respondents [78.4%, n=47] feel that the youths are not concerned 

about the transforming culture and traditions and 45% [n=27] of younger generation is 

Not Sure of it. In addition, 58.4% of older generation also feels that parents don’t play 

essential role in preserving and promoting culture and traditions. Under such 

circumstance, the endurance of Drogpa culture and traditions is a great concern, and 

therefore, the government’s assistance is very critical to preserve and promote the 

cultural and traditional milieus of Drogpa of Me rag and Sag steng. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

 

The Semi-Nomadic people widely dubbed as Brokpa [Tib. ‘brog-pa] 

— men of pastures — (Wangmo, 1990; Chand, 2000, 2004, p. 11; Dorji, 2002; 

Pelgen, 2003; Dompnier, 2007, pp. 6-11; Bhattarai et al., 2011; Wangchuk et al., 

2013a; Wangchuk et al., 2013b) have established their settlements in Me rag 

[pronounced as “Merak”] and Sag steng [pronounced as “Sakteng”] since time 

immemorial. According to Karchung (2011) this section of people are actually called 

Drogpa [Central Tibetan dialect: ‘drog pa]. The Central Tibetan dialect [Dbus Tsang 

skad or Ü-Tsang skad] is considered as the basis of the standard Tibetan dialects and 

therefore, it has the accurate phonology of the words (Wangchuk et al., 2013b).  

Due to retroflex articulation, the Central Tibetan way of pronouncing 

the word “‘drog” is later pronounced as “ʻbrog” phonologically. Thus, people 

extensively commenced to name them as Brokpa [‘brogpa], rather pronouncing as 

“‘drogpa”. The general populace of Me rag and Sag steng introduce themselves as 

Brokpa and their language “Brok skad” although their language traces its origination 

in Tibet. Therefore, a conclusion can be drawn that the words, “ʻDra” and “ʻBra” 

have a common meaning etymologically, also considering the two different 

pronunciations. Such shift in the pronunciation of the word is of course a 

“condescending terms” as thought by Karchung (2011), but most importantly they are 

accepted as the two different ways of pronouncing the words in Tibetan dialects [Bod 

skad].  

Drogpa are very different from all other ethnic societies in Bhutan — 

in terms of culture and traditions — and therefore have different myths and histories 

of their origination.  Dompnier (2007, pp. 12-15) portrays a clear clarification 

regarding the mythical history and the mass departure of Drogpa from Mtsho snar 

[pronounced as “Tshona”], South of Tibet to Me rag and Sag steng [refer 

Mythological History of Drogpa, Paper II] (see Wangmo, 1990; Dorji, 2002; Pelgen, 

2003; Wangchuk et al., 2013b). The historical researches — especially on the culture 

and traditions — on Drogpa society are entirely based on the rNam thar [(pronounced 

as “Namthar”) biography] (e.g., Wangmo, 1990; Dorji, 2002; Pelgen, 2003; 

Wangchuk et al., 2013b) or manuscript [MS] (Dompnier, 2007, p. 12).  
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Most of the researchers (e.g., Wangmo, 1990; Dompnier, 2007, pp. 12-

31, 72-85; Wangchuk et al., 2013b) perceive both rNam thar and the oral tradition as 

an indispensable sources to understanding the Drogpa’s origination, culture and 

traditions (see Karchung, 2011), because culture, customs and traditions are the key 

elements that bifurcate societies into various communities (Groenfeldt, 2003; 

Triandis, 2006; Dorji, 2008; Shankar Rao, 2012, pp. 189-204). The Drogpa 

communities of Me rag and Sag steng have distinctive culture and traditions which 

are found nowhere else in Bhutan. Other unique cultures and traditions — different 

from Drogpa culture and tradition — are also depicted by the tribes named Bjops 

(Gyamtsho, 2000; Chettri, 2008; Wangchuk et al. 2013a; Wangchuk et al., 2013b) and 

Doya [also called Lhops] (Chakravarti, 1981, pp. 18-20; Noble, 1984, pp. 12-15; 

Chand, 2004, pp. 24-25) of Bhutan. 

However, these inimitable, indigenous cultures and traditions are 

diminishing due to globalization (Chand, 2000; Pelgen, 2003; Dompnier, 2007, p. 1; 

Karchung, 2011). Shankar Rao (2012, pp. 189-204) is of the view that such changes 

in social institutions are not uncommon among the globalizing societies of the world 

(cf. Bhawuk, 2008). In addition, transforming behaviours and therefore the loss of 

cultural values are the two notable consequences of globalization (Williams, 2002; 

Groenfeldt, 2003; Triandis, 2006; Hosseini, 2010; Leinder, 2010; Karchung, 2011; 

Shankar Rao, 2012, pp. 189-204). Both Groenfeldt (2003) and Hosseini (2010) 

assume that the hegemonic nature of Western culture will cause the future downfall of 

indigenous cultures in many developing countries. 

On the contrary, Bhawuk (2008) argues that globalization is not 

associated with the conception of cultural homogeneity; rather it is a triangulation for 

creating diversified cultures. He has supported his argument citing an example of the 

existence of different religions in the globalizing world. In support of Bhawuk (2008), 

House et al., (2004 cited in Bhawuk, 2008) is of the opinion that urbanization and the 

influxion of modern technologies will rather help these cultures to become more 

stable.  
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However, Swidler (1986 cited in Bhawuk, 2008) disagrees that this 

impending transformation among these ancient societies will trouble their people and 

therefore only respective culture will help them better understand about changes 

happening around them. In addition, the creation of cultural diversification 

[multiculturalism] under globalization is unworthy (Groenfeldt, 2003; Hosseini, 

2010). Groenfeldt (2003) believes that the survival of traditional values among 

indigenous cultures is uncertain under the influence of modernization. Furthermore, 

Hosseini (2010) urges the developing nations to adopt a valid and appropriate 

planning prior to executing the modern developmental activities. 

Cultural depreciation has become a foremost concern in Bhutan 

recently. Transformation of indigenous social institutions — living style, food habit, 

dress code, language, education, communication system, occupation, and so on — is 

apparent even in the remote corners of the country (Chand, 2000, 2009). For instance, 

Chand (2009) had observed a considerable change amongst the Monpa tribe [pre-

Buddhist settlers of Bhutan] of Wangdue Phodrang and Trongsa [refer Administrative 

Map of Bhutan, Paper II]. Karchung (2011) has also observed the changing 

behaviours of the Drogpa of Me rag. He has observed that the Drogpa’s interest in 

wearing their costume is diminishing. Swift et al., (1989 as cited in Dyer & Choksi, 

1998) also revealed changes in the thinking behaviours of Rabari nomads while 

studying Rabari literature. The Rabari felt insecure about their future generation’s 

success in the modernizing world and therefore considered education an essential 

component for their children. The need for education was also felt by the Drokpa 

[also called Drads] (Jina, 2002) or Brokpa (Bhasin, 2008) of Ladakh.  

Other indigenous cultures are also faced with the growing dilemma of 

modernization. For example, the lifestyles, living culture and art of Bazigars of 

Punjab: India. Bazigars are extraordinary singers and dancers (Singh, 2011). Even the 

tribes of the Andaman Islands — Great Andamanese, Onge, Jarawar and Sentinelese 

— are transforming while coming in contact with the foreigners visiting their areas 

(Sarkar, 2011). Sarkar (2011) also claims that there are a few hundred tribes around 

the globe who do not want to contact with the outsiders. In addition, the Yanomamis 

Indian tribe of Brazil was unhappy with the Brazilian government’s propagation that 

drew them into the mainstream. The Yanomamis fought against the government for 
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their survival while clearing the roads that damaged their arable lands (Kellman, 

1982).  Another example is the Veddas of Sri Lanka, who are struggling to uphold 

their traditional lifestyles under the threat of authoritative and influencing 

communities like Sinahala, Tamil and Muslim, and as well as the globalization (Silva, 

2011).   

Similarly, the semi-nomads of Me rag and Sag steng were less 

receptive to modern development a decade before (Chand, 2000), however, this 

section of people are transforming rapidly today. Therefore, the study on meme-

perception of these people is deemed essential to understand their perceptions on 

modern developments and their culture and traditions. This study provides a wider 

range of meme-perceptions among the three age generations of Drogpa. Their meme-

perceptions would determine the future of their culture and traditions, and of course, 

their motives towards the modern development. Therefore, a common meme-

perception would make the community more stable and enable the tribe to sustain 

collaboratively in any matter. 

It is apparent from the cross-tabulation results that the three generation 

age groups of Drogpa are more inclined towards the modern development and they 

are also equally concerned about promoting and preserving their culture and traditions 

[see Table 1 & Table 4]. In addition, the content analysis too supports that the three 

generation age groups are willing to accept modern development although it could be 

a threat on their culture and traditions. 

Even though the meme-perceptions of the respondents are supportive 

towards preserving and promoting their culture and traditions, yet the survival of 

Drogpa culture and traditions is questionable in the long run. Some of their cultural 

and traditional practices like Brukor, sPu lham and Btsim lham are waning off. Most 

conspicuously, youths are not paying attention to their costumes, in fact many 

includes the Old Age and Middle Age Drogpa. Therefore, preserving and promoting 

Drogpa culture and traditions is a difficult endurance. The deadline for the continued 

existence of Drogpa culture and traditions cannot be drawn, neither can it be fixed, 

but certainly it would transform gradually until these people develop a common 

meme-perception and develop positive attitude towards preserving and promoting 

their culture and traditions.  
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2. OBJECTIVES 

 

This research determines: 

1. the meme-perceptions of three Drogpa generations; 

2. the extent of Drogpa’s cultural and traditional transformation; and, 

3. the analysis of existing plans and policies related to the preservation and 

promotion of cultures and traditions in Bhutan. 

 

 

3.  METHODOLOGY  

 

The study on meme-perception was conducted in the two villages of 

Me rag and Sag steng, Trashigang, Bhutan. A random sampling technique was 

incorporated to select 180 (60 respondents each from three generation age groups) 

respondents of the three generation age groups of Drogpa [Young Age (YA, 15-35), 

Middle Age (MA, 36-56), and Old Age (OA, 57 and above)]. The self administered 

questionnaire was used to understand the meme-perception of the three generation age 

groups Drogpa [Appendix 3, pp. 50-51]. For the interview, a semi-structured 

questionnaire containing five principal questions and fourteen subsidiary questions 

were focused to generate data from the interviewees (Appendix 4, p. 52). Interviews 

were conducted for 30-40 minutes to each respondent and were recorded in the tape. 

Dawson’s (2002, p. 113) interview summary form was used to maintain the details of 

the interview, and for reference while conducting following interviews (Appendix 5, 

p. 53).  

 

 

4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

 

4.1. Qualitative and Quantitative Data Analyses 

Content analysis method was performed to analyze the information 

compiled through conducting interview to 30 respondents of the three generation age 

groups [Young Age (YA, 15-35), Middle Age (MA, 36-56), and Old Age (OA, 57 

and above)]. Each datum of the interview was processed according to its relevancy to 

the designed theme.   
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To comprehend the variance in the meme-perception of three different 

age groups of Drogpa [(YA, 15-35), (MA, 36-56), and (OA, 57 and above)] the 

Cross-tabulation and the Chi-square test were performed. Those tests were performed 

to empirically compare the meme-perceptions among the three age groups Drogpa 

generation on the following perceptions: (1) the modern development is needed; (2) 

the modern development is a threat on culture and traditions; and (3) the preservation 

and promotion of culture and traditions. Other variables are also included to study the 

meme-perceptions. The five point Likert scale responses [i.e., 1. Strongly Disagree; 2. 

Disagree; 3. Not Sure; 4. Agree; 5. Strongly Agree] was incorporated to assess the 

degree of perception of three generation age groups of Drogpa.  

 

4.2. Synthesis and the Analysis of Mythological Drogpa History  

The synthesis and analysis of mythical Drogpa history is based on the 

two prominence biographies: (1) “Rang reị pha mes kye byung kungs mkha lding 

kyung gi gdung rbas chung brjod par bya ba ni//”; and (2) “ʻdul ba lung las byung 

baị byaị rgyal po ‘dab bzang dang Gshog bzang gi mi rbas byung tsul mdor bsdus 

bzhug so//”. 

The history of Drogpa is profoundly shrouded in mystery. Most of the 

Bhutanese history is indeed entirely obscure containing myths without prehistoric 

evidences (Dorji, 2008, p. 1). In the absence of authentic recorded history it is 

difficult to trace how Drogpa were in Tibet [Bod] and then at Me rag-Sag steng. 

Therefore, a few available resources [rNam thar] are the exclusively genuine 

materials to rely upon to know about Drogpa in the past (Wangmo, 1990; Dompnier, 

2007, p. 1).  

The Drogpa’s history of origination is also based on oral traditions, 

which is certainly an indispensable source of entire Bhutanese history (Wangmo, 

1990; Karchung, 2011). Due to the casual and flippant attitude of Drogpa, their 

splendorous oral traditions are misinterpreted and misarticulated. Consequently, 

revered information conveyed through oral traditions has diminished by now. For 

instance, Dorji (2003, p. 39) suggests that Drogpa trace their origin from Ama Jomo 

Remanti and sGrub dbang grags pa rjai btsun [(pronounced as “Drub Wang Dragpa 

Jutsen”) alias sLob dpon [pronounced as Lopon] or Gomchen Khyi bzhis (pronounced 
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as “Gomchen Khizhey”] of rKang pa ra [(pronounced as “Kangpara”); rKang: foot; 

pa ra; print] (Dompnier, 2007, pp. 72-75; Wangchuk et al., 2013b) which actually is 

not documented in the biographies. sGrub dbang grags pa rjai btsun is the 

reincarnation of Prince Kintu Legpa; son of ‘Mkha ‘gro ‘groba bzang mo [pronounced 

as “Khando Dowa Zangmo”] and King ‘Bka la dbang po [pronounced as “Kala 

Wangpo”] of Tibet. Hence, in this study the oral traditions of Drogpa are not taken 

into account. rNam thar were therefore accentuated to avail legitimate information on 

the origination of Drogpa [see more in Paper II].  

Two biographies were referred to understand the mythological history 

of Drogpa. Those biographies were documented during the 18
th

 century [1747] and 

19
th
 century. One was documented by Lama Wang entitled “Sag steng Pai Jung Rab” 

(Dompnier, 2007, p. 12; as cited in Wangchuk et al., 2013b) synonymously referred to 

as “Rang reị pha mes kye byung kungs mkha lding kyung gi gdung rbas chung brjod 

par bya ba ni//” [containing 22 folios] by Pelgen (2003; as cited in Wangchuk et al., 

2013b). A similar type of biography is preserved in the Michael Aris Memorial Trust 

[MAMT] in London dated 1696 (Dompnier, 2007, p. 12); much earlier than the 

aforementioned year. Another manuscript was written by Sersang Lama Gyaltsen 

Dorji during the 19
th

 century entitled “‘dul ba lung las byung baị byaị rgyal po ‘dba 

bzang dang Gshog bzang gi mi rbas byung tsul mdor bsdus bzhug so//” [containing 

20 folios]; meaning the origination of human race exclusively through the mythical 

bird [Garuda; Byachung] kings Dabzang (Pelgen, 2003; Dompnier, 2007, p. 26) and 

Shogzang (Pelgen, 2003; Dompnier, 2007, p. 26; Wangchuk et al., 2013b). Both 

rNam thar have analogous facts.  

The lineage of rGyal po [pronounced as “Gyalpo”] Dabzang and rGyal 

po Shogzang was further promulgated by their descendant sPrul paị [(pronounced as 

“Trulpa”); reincarnation] Blon po [(pronounced as “Lonpo”); minister] sNa chen po 

[pronounced as “Nachenpo”] who lived during the reign of Chos rgyal Srong btsan 

sgam po [(pronounced as “Chogyal Songtsen Gampo”); r. 627 A.D – 649 A.D] 

(Dompnier, 2007, p. 16; Wangchuk et al., 2013b). As stated by “ʻdul ba lung”, a child 

was born from an egg of the Garuda [Byachung] at Yang lae gshod cave in Nepal 

[Bal Yul] with propitious signs (Dompnier, 2007, p. 16; Wangchuk et al., 2013b), and 
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it was from him the family pedigree of Drogpa’s ancestors began [see more in Paper 

II].  

The rNam thar, “Rang reị pha mes kye byung kungs mkha lding kyung 

gi gdung rbas chung brjod par bya ba ni//” postulates that when Blama Bya ras pa 

[heir of Bya Don grub (pronounced as “Ja/Bja Dondrub”)] was at Mtsho snar 

(Dompnier, 2007, p. 18) there lived a megalomaniac ruler called ‘Gya bzang 

([pronounced as Yazang]: Pelgen, 2003) who commanded his subjects [Drogpa] of 

sKom rLon Rogs Gsum  to level the pinnacle of the mountain that was shadowing his 

palace [Mkhar gdong rdzong (pronounced as “Khardong Dzong”)] from sunshine 

(Wangmo, 1990; Dompnier, 2007, p. 13; Wangchuk et al., 2013b). It was an 

enormous and exasperating task for the Drogpa. They worked tirelessly for a 

prolonged period; however, the result was not significant. Therefore, people became 

annoyed and were left in quandary. Biography elucidates that it was at this occasion a 

woman (Wangmo, 1990) carrying a baby (Pelgen, 2003) or a boy (Dompnier, 2007, 

pp. 16-25) — believed to be an emanation of Ama Jomo Remanti — appeared 

amongst those workers and recommended them to cut off the king’s head rather than 

executing the unfeasible task — “ao lo lo, ao lo lo…..ri mgo gcaod pa las mi mgo 

gcaod pa bla” — (Wangmo, 1990; Dompnier, 2007, p. 13; Wangchuk et al., 2013b). 

The conspiracy as suggested by Ama Jomo Remanti was triumphantly accomplished: 

the king was assassinated in his drunken stupor. 

However, the Drogpa could not live in sKom rLon Rogs Gsum in peace 

because the Tibetan Government commenced to punish the assassins. Therefore, they 

made an immediate request to Blama Bya ras pa [pronounced as “Lama Jarapa”] to 

help them find a new home for settlement. Blama Bya ras pa was reluctant to guide 

them alone. For that reason, he recommended those people to worship and pay 

homage to Ama Jomo Remanti for obtaining her assistance. On the contrary, 

Dompnier (2007, p. 73) elucidates it otherwise: he states that it was Ama Jomo 

Remanti who pleaded Blama Bya ras pa to guide them to find a new place to settle 

down. Therefore, this may be misarticulated oral history because rNam thar mentions 

that it was Blama Bya ras pa who suggested the people of sKom rLon Rogs Gsum to 

seek help from Ama Jomo Remanti. However, rNam thar does not explain how she 

became the chief of deity.  
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According to the biography of sGrub dbang grags pa rjai btsun of 

rKang pa ra [rKang: foot; pa ra; print] it was he who subdued Ama Jomo Remanti 

and appointed her as chief of all deities (cf. Dompnier, 2007, pp. 72-75). Ama Jomo 

Remanti was a nun at Ralung, Tibet and was said to possess paranormal wisdom. She 

is also considered as one of the reincarnations of ‘Mkha ‘gro Yi shis mtsog rgyal 

(pronounced as Khando Yeshi Tshogyal) [Guru rinpo che’s (pronounced as Guru 

Rinpoche) spiritual consort] (Wangmo, 1990; Curriculum and Professional Support 

Division [CAPSD], 2011, p. 18). As a nun Ama Jomo Remanti had pledged to lead a 

celibate life. Even so, she got married and led the life of a mother (Dompnier, 2007,  

p.73).  

Blama Bya ras pa and Ama Jomo Remanti determined to abscond from 

sKom rLon Rogs Gsum in unison for the welfare and happiness of the Drogpa. All 

their properties like foods, yaks and horses and also the scriptures [Buddhist cannons] 

printed in gold [Gser gyi glegs bam (pronounced as “Ser Gi Leg Bam”)] were taken 

along with them (Wangmo, 1990; Wangchuk et al., 2013b). This gang of Drogpa had 

toured through Tawang to Me rag-Sag steng. The biographies also narrate the 

paranormal powers of Blama Bya ras pa performed on the way in order to rescue 

Drogpa and their yaks from trouble. Ruins of housing walls they constructed along 

their course are found even today (Wangmo, 1990; Dompnier, 2007, pp. 12-15; 

Wangchuk et al., 2013b).  

The posse of Drogpa, Blama Bya ras pa and Ama Jomo Remanti 

ultimately found their way to Sag steng. Sag steng at that moment was covered with 

bamboo.  They cleared the bamboo and developed a settlement. Thenceforth the 

village was named Sag steng [Sag: bamboo; steng: on top]. In contrast, Dompnier 

(2007, pp. 15 and 74) affords divergent meaning about the term Sag steng; “Sa” [in 

Dzongkha (Bhutan’s national language)] means land/earth [however, “Sag” is poles 

apart from “Sa”] and steng: on top. In addition, according to the Drogpa language it 

is “Sag” [meaning bamboo] not “Sa” [meaning land/earth] (Wangchuk et al., 

2013b).Commonly Sag steng is referred as “plain of bamboo” (Wangmo, 1990; 

Pelgen, 2003; Chand, 2004, p. 37). Also, due to the presence of plentiful 

rhododendrons, Sag steng is also named “Bal yul Tama Jong” [the paradise of 

rhododendrons] (see Dompnier, 2007, p. 8).  
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According to Wangmo (1990) Drogpa were forced to leave Me rag by 

the Tibetan rabble who also found their way to Sag steng (see Wangchuk et al., 

2013b). The Tibetan horde was supposed to be sent by the Tibetan government to 

bring justice on the death of King ‘Gyabzang. To get into Me rag Drogpa had to cross 

the summit of pass [la] Nyag caung la [(pronounced as “Nyagchung”); approximately 

4,500 meters above mean sea level]. Therefore, it was unfeasible for elderly, young 

children and all those disabled Drogpa to climb over the pass. Consequently Blama 

Bya ras pa and Ama Jomo Remanti had to ask them to return to Sag steng (Wangmo, 

1990). Hence the place from where they returned was named “Log ‘gro jong” 

[(pronounced as “Logdro Jong”): Tib. “Log ‘gro”: to return; and “Jong”: place]. 

Only the physically strong Drogpa managed to cross Nyag caung la and arrived at a 

place covered with dwarf junipers. They set the whole area on fire to create a 

settlement and named it “Me harg” [(Drogpa kha skad): Drogpa language] — setting 

on fire. However due to mispronunciation and miscommunication “Me harg” has 

altered to “Me rag” these days, perhaps losing the real meaning of the original 

context (Wangchuk et al., 2013b). 

The validity of those existing biographies is not trustworthy, since 

these biographies contradict in its narration; however, they are an indispensable 

source of Drogpa history. For instance, the biographies “Rang reị pha mes kye byung 

kungs mkha lding kyung gi gdung rbas chung brjod par bya ba ni//” and “‘dul ba lung 

las byung baị byaị rgyal po ‘dab bzang dang Gshog bzang gi mi rbas byung tsul mdor 

bsdus bzhug so//” clearly elucidate that Ama Jomo Remanti and the mob of Drogpa 

fled from sKom rLon Rogs gsum and eventually arrived Me rag and Sag steng via 

Tawang, Arunachal Pradesh. Also, there are many historical remains left behind by 

Ama Jomo Remanti and Blama Bya ras pa on their way to Me rag and Sag steng. On 

the contrary, Blama Tharpa Gyaltshen of Ca gling annotates the journey of Ama Jomo 

Remanti differently. He explains it in connection to the biography of sGrub dbang 

grags pa rjai btsun, who was dwelling in Eastern Bhutan when Ama Jomo Remanti 

arrived in Bhutan. According to Blama Tharpa Gyaltshen, Ama Jomo Remanti 

decided to leave for India instead of Bhutan, because she thought that Tibetans would 

certainly come to Bhutan looking for her. Meanwhile, Blama Bya ras pa left for Shar 

Dhirang, Tawang (Dompnier, 2007, p. 58).  
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Later, Ama Jomo Remanti felt that India is not suitable for her to stay 

and then decided to go to Bhutan. She advised her two daughters [Ani and Uni] to 

remain behind on two hills at Odilingaguru, India and even today these hills are 

called Ani and Uni (Dompnier, 2007, p. 58). Ama Jomo Remanti entered Bhutan from 

Samdrup Jongkhar and eventually arrived in a place called Jonla, Trashigang. It is at 

Jonla her father Yab Thangla Gyalpo passed away. Ama Jomo Remanti asked the 

people of Ra sdhi and Tongling to perform the death ritual of her father and in return 

gave all the belongings of her father to those people (Dompnier, 2007, p. 58). The 

ritual song “Aola Sokha” is sang to commemorate the death anniversary of Yab 

Thangla Gyalpo. However, this tradition of singing “Aola Sokha” in memory of Yab 

Thangla Gyalpo has diminished now. 

 

 

5. Meme-Perception among three Drogpa Generations 

 

5.1. Meme-Perception 

The word “meme”, as mentioned here, refers to a broader empirical 

ideology of cultural and traditional guiding concept of the community. Like “values” 

considering as the guiding principle of a social group by Groenfeldt (2003) and Nanda 

(1994, p. 57), the term meme shares a proportionately parallel connotation (see John, 

1976, p. 54; Ferraro, 1995, pp. 17-18; Scupin, 2006, pp. 51-54). The term meme 

includes ideas, beliefs, behaviour, norms and the cultural and traditional values that 

are passed down from generations to generations. In addition, perception refers to a 

common opinion of the people. Therefore, meme-perception collectively would mean 

the common opinion of the community on ideas, beliefs, behaviour and the style of 

practices that have descended from the elder generation to younger generation, thus 

maintaining the hegemony of their culture and traditions.  

It is obvious that in a cultural society, a common belief and behaviour 

certainly will differ even though values remain intact. For instance, an idea regarding 

globalization varies from person to person. Bhawuk (2003) believes globalization is 

an arena of developing creative behaviours and on the contrary, others (e.g., Chand, 

2000; Williams, 2002; Groenfeldt, 2003; Triandis, 2006; Hosseini, 2010; Leinder, 

2010; Karchung; 2011; Mallikarachchi, 2011; Silva, 2011; Singh, 2011; Chophel, 
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2012; Shankar Rao, 2012, pp. 189-204; Wangchuk et al., 2013a) believe that 

globalization is a risk factor. Therefore, to understand socio-cultural transformation, 

meme-perceptions among people deem crucial. 

Memes are an essential dimension for cultural and traditional survival 

and the continual progression. A common meme plays a significant role in guiding the 

community and determining its role in promoting the culture and traditions. The 

survival of culture and traditions is challenged by the meme-perceptions of people. It 

is, therefore, exceptionally vital to understand the meme-perceptions of people while 

studying the review.    

 

5.2. Modern Development is needed 

As indicated by the cross-tabulation test, 75.0% [n=45] of YA 

“Strongly Agree” and 23.3% [n=14] “Agree” that the modern development is needed. 

From the MA category 86.7% [n=52] “Strongly Agree” and 13.3% [n=8] “Agree”. In 

addition, 85.0% [n=51] of OA “Strongly Agree” and 13.3% [n=8] “Agree” that the 

modern development is needed. However, on the contrary, the Pearson Chi-square test 

[χ
2
] value 3.981 indicated that such commonness in perception among the three 

generation age groups might be by chance with the p- value .409. Therefore, the test 

supports that there is no difference in opinion among the three generation age groups 

of Drogpa on the perception that the modern development is needed [Table 1 and 2]. 

It is concluded that most [98.9%, n=178; Strongly Agree and Agree] of 

the respondents from three generation age groups are in favour of modern 

development. Therefore, it is obvious that the less receptive to modern development 

Drogpa society as mentioned by Chand (2000) is now inclined towards modern 

development. Both Chand (2000) and Dompnier (2007) were not in support of 

modern development and argued that it would bring many changes in the cultural and 

traditional life of the Drogpa (Wangchuk et al., 2013b).  

According to the observation, it is also noticed that the Drogpa are 

keen to accept the modern developments and urge government to bring more 

developments in their communities. The content analysis indicated that 96.7% [n=29] 

of the respondents [66.7%, n=20 comprise of YA and MA] are prepared to accept 

modern development. One of the interviewees shared that most of the Drogpa would 
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prefer modern development because they want to have easy access to the market to 

sell their products. Also, many Drogpa would leave their villages and migrate 

elsewhere because they don’t have better source of economy for their livelihood; the 

management of yaks is a tedious work and needs more co-worker and fodder. 

Insufficient pastureland and the shortage of labour force have discouraged them and 

in fact some of them started to sell all their yaks to their fellow mates. If majority of 

the Drogpa sell their yaks, then the survival of yak herding culture is uncertain and all 

those practices related to yaks might extinct (Wangchuk et al., 2013a) [see Paper I]. 

  

Table 1: Perception of three age generations on Modern Development is needed 

 

Age Groups 
Strongly 

Disagree 
Disagree Not Sure Agree 

Strongly 

Agree 

 

n % n % n % n % n % 

15-35 
    

1 1.7 14 23.3 45 75.0 

36-56 
    

0 0.0 8 13.3 52 86.7 

57 and above         1 1.7 8 13.3 51 85.0 

Note: n: number, %: percentage 
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Table 2: The Significant test on the Perception of three Drogpa  Generations 

 

Variables SD D NT A SA χ
2
 P-value 

Modern development is 

needed 0 0 2 30 148 3.98 .409 

Culture and Traditions must 

be preserved 0 1 3 25 

 
152 8.65 .194 

Modern development is a 

threat on culture and 

traditions 1 17 21 52 89 17.39 .026 

Youths are concerned about 

their culture and traditions 28 45 42 43 22 77.35 .000 

Parents play important role in 

cultural promotion 19 25 27 47 62 24.93 .002 

Dungkhag and Geog try to 

promote Drogpa culture 1 1 6 67 105 21.29 .006 

Drogpa are aware of their 

culture and behaviour 

transformation 13 19 26 50 72 55.95 .000 

Drogpa don’t prefer Pulham 

and Tshemlham 3 28 13 51 85 19.15 .014 

Note :  SD  : Strongly Disagree,  

             D    : Disagree 

             NT  : Not Sure 

             A    : Agree 

             SA  : Strongly Agree 

 

Table 1 (33.3%); Table 4 (50.0%); and Table 12 (40.0%) have expected frequency 

greater than 20%, therefore be aware of the data inferences related to these tables. 
 

 

 

5.3.  Modern Development is a threat on Culture and Traditions 

The statistic analysis also concluded that there is a difference in the 

meme-perception among the three generation age groups on the perception that the 

modern development is a threat on culture and tradition [Table 2]. The cross-

tabulation showed 55.0% [n=33] of YA “Strongly Agree” and 25.0% [n=15] “Agree”, 

50.0% [n=30] of MA “Strongly Agree” and 28.3% [n=17] “Agree, and 43.3% [n=26] 

of OA “Strongly Agree” and 33.3% [n=20] “Agree” with the perception that the 

modern development is a threat on culture and traditions [Table 3]. The cross-

tabulation test also indicated that only 17 [9.4%] of the total respondents “Disagree” 

with the perception that the modern development is a threat to culture and traditions. 
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In addition, 21 [11.7%] of the total respondents were “Not Sure” of it [Table 3]. The 

Pearson Chi-square value was 17.394 with a probability p-value of .026, which 

concluded that there is a significant difference in meme-perception among the three 

age groups of Drogpa on the perception that the modern development is a threat on 

culture and traditions [Table 2].  

With the significant p-value 0.26 of the Chi-square test, it is clear that 

the three age group respondents of Me rag and Sag steng have different opinion on 

the perception that the modern development is a threat on their culture and traditions. 

In this case, the continual survival of Drogpa culture and traditions seems uncertain 

because 98.9% [n=178; Strongly Agree and Agree] of the respondents from three 

generation age groups of Drogpa have a common perception on the need for modern 

development and 78.3% [n=142; Strongly Agree and Agree] of them feel that modern 

development is a threat on culture and traditions [see Table 1 & Table 3].  

 

Table 3: Perception of three Generations on Modern Development is a threat on 

Culture and Traditions 

 

Age Groups 
Strongly 

Disagree 
Disagree Not Sure Agree 

Strongly 

Agree 

 
n % n % n % n % n % 

15-35 1 1.7 7 11.7 4 6.7 15 25.0 33 55.0 

36-56 0 0.0 9 15.0 4 6.7 17 28.3 30 50.0 

57 and above 0 0.0 1 1.7 13 21.7 20 33.3 26 43.3 

Note: n: number, %: percentage 
 

 

5.4. Culture and Traditions must be preserved 

According to the crosstab result, 49 respondents [32.5%] of YA 

“Strongly Agree” and 16.7% [n=10] “Agree”, 52 respondents [86.7%] of MA 

“Strongly Agree” and 13.3% [n=8] “Agree”, 50 respondents [83.3%] of OA “Strongly 

Agree” and 11.7% [n=7] “Agree” with the perception that the culture and traditions 

must be preserved and promoted [Table 4]. The Pearson Chi-square value 8.653 and 

the significance p-value .194 indicated that there is no significant difference in meme-
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perception among the three generation respondents on the perception that culture and 

traditions must be preserved [Table 2].  

However, the analysis on the perceptions that youths are concerned 

about their culture and traditions and the parents play important role in promoting 

culture and traditions don’t indicate a positive results on preserving and promoting 

culture and traditions [see Table 5 and 6]. As per the content analysis 100.0% [n=30] 

of the respondents are supportive towards preserving and promoting culture and 

traditions. However, one can also notice cultural dilution reshaping the cultural and 

traditional life of Drogpa (Wangchuk et al., 2013b).  

  

Table 4: Perception on the Preservation of Culture and Traditions 

 

Age Groups 
Strongly 

Disagree 
Disagree Not Sure Agree 

Strongly 

Agree 

 
n % n % n % n % n % 

15-35 
  

1 1.7 0 0.0 10 16.7 49 81.7 

36-56 
  

0 0.0 0 0.0 8 13.3 52 86.7 

57 and above 
  

0 0.0 3 5.0 7 11.7 50 83.9 

Note: n: number, %: percentage 
 

 

 

6. Extent of Cultural and Traditional Transformation 

 

The overview of the statistical analysis on the perception, culture and 

traditions must be preserved concluded that there is no difference in meme-perception 

among the three age group respondents [see Table 2]. In addition, according to the 

cross-tabulation result, 151 [83.9%] of the total respondents “Strongly Agree” and 

13.9 [n=25] “Agree” that culture and traditions must be preserved [see Table 4]. 

However, this question is, to what extent the culture and traditions of Drogpa have 

transformed? According to the observation results, many changes regarding culture 

and traditions can be noticed amongst Drogpa contemporarily (Wangchuk et al., 

2013a; Wangchuk et al., 2013b). In addition, it is very difficult to measure the degree 

of transformation insofar as modern development has on these Drogpa communities. 

Therefore, the combination of statistical analysis on meme-perceptions of the three 
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generation age groups, data generated through the interview and the observation 

method are collaborated to explain to what extent Drogpa culture and traditions have 

transformed. 

According to the content analysis, 60.0% [n=18] of the total sample 

[n=30] is of the view that especially youths are not concerned about the culture and 

traditions. In the continuum, the observations also concluded that many young 

Drogpa are not keenly interested in their culture and traditions. In fact, many 

educated youths don’t prefer their costume, even MA and OA to some extent. The 

cross-tabulation result concluded that 5.0% [n=3] of YA of the total sample “Strongly 

Disagree”, 18.3% [n=11] “Strongly Agree” and 45.0% [n=27] of YA is “Not Sure” on 

the perception that the youths are concerned about their culture and traditions. On the 

contrary, 36.7% [n=22] of OA “Strongly Disagree”, 41.7% [n=25] “Disagree” and 

only 13.4% [n=8] “Strongly Agree” and “Agree” that youths are concerned about 

their culture and traditions. In addition, 11.7% [n=7] of MA “Strongly Agree and 

43.3% [n=26] “Agree” on youths’ concern in preserving and promoting culture and 

traditions. Whereas, 5.0% [n=3] of MA “Strongly Disagree”, 23.3% [n=14] 

“Disagree” and 16.7% [n=10] is “Not Sure” of youths’ concern regarding the cultural 

promotion and preservation [Table 5]. The statistically significant p-value .000 of the 

Chi-square test indicated that there is a difference in meme-perceptions among the 

three age groups respondents on the perception that the youths are concerned about 

their culture and traditions [Table 2].  

The continuity of Drogpa culture and traditions also depend on 

indisputable concern of the youths. However, according to the opinion of youths, 

45.0% [n=27] of them are “Not Sure”, 5.0% [n=3] “Strongly Disagree” and 10.0% 

[n=6] “Disagree” with the consensus of youths on their culture and traditions [Table 

5]. The survival of Drogpa culture and traditions is controversial because the youths 

are not aware of their role in cultural promotion and preservation and moreover, their 

negligence behaviour towards culture and traditions is a great threat on the survival of 

Drogpa culture and traditions (see Wangchuk et al., 2013a; Wangchuk et al., 2013b).  

The role of parents in preserving and promoting culture and traditions 

will also determine the extent of cultural and traditional transformation. The cross-

tabulation analysis concluded that YA and MA are with the views that parents play an 
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important role in preserving and promoting the culture and traditions [Table 6]. 

However, the perception contradicts within the group OA.  As per the crosstab 58.4% 

[n=35] of OA feel that the role played by parents in cultural and traditional promotion 

and preservation fall under the categories “Strongly Disagree” [n=13], “Disagree” 

[n=12] and “Not Sure” [n=10]. Besides that, 26.7% [n=16] of OA “Strongly Agree” 

and 15.0% [n=9] “Agree” that the parents play active role in preserving and 

promoting culture and traditions. In addition, 46.7% [n=28] of MA “Strongly Agree”, 

30.0% [n=18] “Agree”, 8.3% [n=5] “Disagree” and 15.0% [n=9] “Not Sure” with the 

role of parents in preserving and promoting culture and traditions. The 30.0% [n=18] 

of YA “Strongly Agree” and 33.3% [n=20] “Agree” that parents are concerned about 

culture and traditions. Additionally, 36.6% of YA “Strongly Disagree” [n=6], 

“Disagree” [n=8] and “Not Sure” [n=8] with the parent’s role of preserving and 

promoting culture and traditions. However, 30.0% [n=18] of YA “Strongly Agree” 

and 33.3% [n=20] “Agree” that Drogpa parents play significant role in preserving and 

promoting culture and traditions [Table 6]. 

According to the result of Pearson Chi-square test, χ
2 

= 24.934, it is 

statistically significant with the p-value of .002 that the occurrence of such variation 

in the values of meme-perception on the perception that the parent’s role in preserving 

and promoting culture and traditions among the three generation age groups by 

chance is less than .002 [see Table 2]. Therefore, there is a difference in meme-

perception among the three age groups respondents Drogpa on the opinion that 

parents play important role in preserving and promoting culture and traditions.  

According to the content analysis and observation results, 86.7% 

[n=26] of the respondents suggested that parents play an important role in promoting 

culture and traditions, however, 41.7% [n=25] of the respondents from older category 

stated that most of the parents are not concerned about their culture and traditions, and 

16.7% [n=10] of the respondents are not aware of it. Even 36.7% [n=22] of the youths 

felt that parents do not play crucial role in preserving and promoting culture and 

traditions. One of the respondents from Middle Age category shared that most of the 

Old Age Drogpa say “there is no reason to work on cultural and traditional 

preservation and promotion, since we are too old and die soon”. Although, it is an 

unconstructive perception of the OA, however, it may be the result of illiteracy and 
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lack of awareness. Otherwise, it is observed that the OA is more attached to their 

cultural and traditional practices than the YA and some MA Drogpa. 

Another factor that might determine the extent of cultural and 

traditional transformation is whether the Drogpa are aware of the cultural, traditional 

and behavioural transformation in their daily life or not. The cross-tabulation result 

concluded that 43.3% [n=26] of YA “Strongly Agree” and 25.0% [n=15] “Agree” 

with the perception that the Drogpa are aware of their cultural, traditional and 

behaviour transformation. 25.0% [n=15] of YA is “Not Sure” about it. From MA age 

group, 43.3% [n=26] “Strongly Agree” and 43.3% [n=26] “Agree” with it. A wide 

range of variance can be seen within the OA age group. Precisely 33.3% [n=20] of 

OA “Strongly Agree” and 20.0% [n=12] “Strongly Disagree” and 25.0% [n=15] 

“Disagree” in the continuum with Drogpa’s awareness on cultural, traditional and 

behavioural transformation [Table 7]. The probability of such variation in the meme-

perception among the three generation age groups is less than .000, which is 

statistically significant indicating that there is a difference in perception among the 

three generation age groups on Drogpa are aware of their cultural, traditional and 

behaviour transformation [see Table 2]. In addition, the content analysis 

supplemented that 83.3% [n=25] of the total [n=30] respondents were of the view that 

the Drogpa are aware of their cultural, traditional and behaviour transformation. 

A few Drogpa customs are not practiced these days. Marriage customs 

like Chung-gnyen [childhood engagement] and ‘khor sdeb pa [fraternal polyandry and 

polygamy] are not a priority of marriage practices among Drogpa at present. Around 

five fraternal polyandry cases were listed in Me rag and three in Sag steng, and could 

be the last of such type of marriage, since neither of Young Age and Middle Age is 

married as Chung- gnyen and ‘khor sdeb pa. Chung- gnyen custom doesn’t exist in 

Drogpa communities anymore even though it was of greater significance in the past 

(Wangchuk et al., 2013b) [refer Paper II for marriage customs]. Fraternal polyandry 

custom was practiced extensively by the people of Me rag and Sag steng in the past to 

overcome the labour shortages and prevent land fragmentation [see Table 9]. 

However, the meme-perception on ‘khor sdeb pa is otherwise at present. The 

cumulative count of 82.8% [n=149] of the three generation age groups “Strongly 

Disagree” [n=90] and “Disagree” [n=59] with this type of marriage custom [see Table 
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8]. The content analysis concluded that the reasons for discontinuing with ‘khor sdeb 

pa marriage custom are; (1) the children of polyandrous family don’t want to practice 

it; (2) polyandrous marriage is not an appropriate marriage custom since it creates 

misunderstanding within the family; and (3) such custom is against the marriage act 

of Bhutan (see Wangchuk et al., 2013b). 

The cross-tabulation indicated that 71.7% [n=129] respondents of the 

three generation age groups “Strongly Agree” and 16.1% [n=29] of them “Agree” that 

‘khor sdeb pa marriage creates misunderstanding within the family members; 

especially between the co-brothers. In addition, 25.0% [n=15] of YA is “Not Sure” of 

it, which means YA is not aware of ‘khor sdeb pa as much as OA and MA do [Table 

10]. This could be because the ‘khor sdeb pa marriage custom commenced to decline 

during the time of OA and MA eventually. That is why, the existing ‘khor sdeb pa 

marriage is only from OA category, and the number is comparatively less. The 

Pearson Chi-square p-value .000 indicates that there is a significant difference in 

meme-perception among the three generation age groups on ‘khor sdeb pa marriage 

custom [see Table 2].  

sPu lham [woolen boots], Pag lham [leather boots] and Btsim lham, 

which is also called Mo lham [woolen boots] are one of the most essential 

components of Drogpa culture and traditions that has an origination from the Bird 

Kings Dabzang and Shogzang [believed to be the ancestors of Drogpa]. However, 

such valuable cultural and traditional asset of Drogpa has become mediocre priority 

today. The biographies clarify that these boots represent the legs of the bird Garuda 

[Byachung: pronounced as Jachung]. Most [95.6%, n=172; “Strongly Agree” and 

“Agree”] of the respondents feel that these boots are an important components of their 

culture and traditions [Table 11]. However, meanwhile, they also feel that these boots 

would not be considered a part of their culture soon, since people are more 

comfortable to use other shoes. One of the respondents said “it is not that the Drogpa 

are interested in other shoes, rather they are not interested in our prestigious culture 

and traditions. In this case, I think we will not remain as what we are”. This 

statement clearly states the extent to which the Drogpa culture and traditions have 

transformed [see Paper II for Drogpa Costume].   
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The cross-tabulation analyses concluded that 47.2% [n=85] of the total 

respondents “Strongly Agree” and 28.3% [n=51] “Agree” with the perception that 

Drogpa don’t prefer sPu lham and Btsim lham, and 13 [7.2%] respondents of the three 

generation age groups were “Not sure” with the perception. In addition, 28 [15.6%] of 

the total respondents “Disagree” and 1.7% [n=3] “Strongly Disagree” with the 

perception that Drogpa don’t prefer sPu lham and Btsim lham [Table 12]. The chi-

square value of 19.148 confirmed that occurrence of such variations in the perception 

of meme-perceptions among the three age group respondents by chance is less than 

.05 [p-value .014; see Table 2].  

Drogpa’s preference over sPu lham and Btsim lham was further tested 

with the perception that whether sPu lham and Btsim lham are important or not. From 

the total of 180 respondents 128 [71.7%] of them “Strongly Agree” and 44 [24.4%] 

respondents “Agree” with the perception that these boots are important part of their 

costumes [Table 11]. Although Drogpa feel that these boots are important, on the 

contrary, they also don’t prefer to wear them. There is no causal linkage between the 

perception of preference and the perception of the importance of boots. 

Some of their customs are not practiced at the present time [childhood 

engagement and fraternal polyandry] and a few are transforming as a result of modern 

development. It is becoming a big challenge for the Drogpa to uphold their culture 

and traditions and therefore their dire attention is required. Especially, it is difficult to 

come across a Drogpa who has the detail knowledge on their own history of 

origination, however with a few exceptional cases with those who possess biography 

(Wangchuk et al., 2013b) [see Paper II for Drogpa History] the culture has chance to 

continue. The knowledge awareness on Drogpa history is seldom amongst the Young 

and Middle Ages, even among Old Age to some extent. Most of the Drogpa therefore 

narrate their history in the form of so called the oral tradition which is different from 

the written documents. The researcher has come across many older Drogpa who has 

different background on their costume origination. Most of them narrate the history of 

their costume differently from what is documented in the biography [see Paper II for 

the historical origination of Drogpa Costume]. The Drogpa history is in a state of 

confusion even within the Old Age, and apparently major transformation on Drogpa 

history may be noticed during the time of Middle and Young Ages. Therefore, to 
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maintain the continuity of their history it is important to let Middle and Young Ages 

know what is written in the biography.  

Another controversial issue that might be a potential threat on Drogpa 

culture and traditions is the waning off of yak herding culture [see Paper I for Yaks 

and Drogpa]. Yaks are the main source of economy and livelihood of this highlander. 

People of Me rag and Sag steng started to sell their yaks entirely and most of them are 

doing business. Those Drogpa who sold yaks said that it is very difficult to manage 

with a few family members; and secondly, they don’t have sufficient pasture for the 

yaks to feed on. In the past, children were not sent to schools and meanwhile the 

polyandry marriage custom added sufficient labourers at home. Later Drogpa have 

understood the value of education and therefore they sent their children to schools and 

moreover, the polyandry marriage custom was seldom practiced by these people. 

Therefore, under such circumstances, the survival of yak herding culture and 

traditions seem uncertain. Only that may sustain is the “Yak Chham”, the dance 

related to yaks (Wangchuk et al., 2013a) [see Paper I for Yaks Chham]. 

It is fortunate that all the three generation age groups are devoted to 

their deity Ama Jomo Remanti and her pilgrimage sites. Ama Jomo Remanti is one of 

the escorts who guided Drogpa safely all their way from Tibet to Bhutan. If these 

people discontinue worshiping her, then all those culture, traditions and customs 

related to the deity will wane off. Therefore, the unfailing faith of people towards 

Ama Jomo Remanti might at least help to preserve some aspects of cultural and 

traditional practices; especially those practices related to her [more in Paper I and II]. 

  

Table 5: Perception on the consensus of Youths on Culture and Traditions 

 

Age Groups 
Strongly 

Disagree 
Disagree Not Sure Agree 

Strongly 

Agree 

 

n % n % n % n % n % 

15-35 3 5.0 6 10.0 27 45.0 13 21.7 11 18.3 

36-56 3 5.0 14 23.3 10 16.7 26 43.3 7 11.7 

57 and above 22 36.7 25 41.7 5 8.3 4 6.7 4 6.7 

Note: n: number, %: percentage 
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Table 6: Perception on the Parents role in Cultural Promotion and Preservation  

 

Age Groups 
Strongly 

Disagree 
Disagree Not Sure Agree 

Strongly 

Agree 

 
n % n % n % n % n % 

15-35 6 10.0 8 13.3 8 13.3 20 33.3 18 30.0 

36-56 0 0.0 5 8.3 9 15.0 18 30.0 28 46.7 

57 and above 13 21.7 12 20.0 10 16.7 9 15.0 16 26.7 

Note: n: number, %: percentage 
 

  

 

Table 7: Perception on the awareness of Drogpa on Culture, Traditions and 

Behaviour Transformation 

 

Age Groups 
Strongly 

Disagree 
Disagree Not Sure Agree 

Strongly 

Agree 

 
n % n % n % n % n % 

15-35 1 1.7 3 5.0 15 25.0 15 25.0 26 43.3 

36-56 0 0.0 1 1.7 7 11.7 26 43.3 26 43.3 

57 and above 12 20.0 15 25.0 4 6.7 9 15.0 20 33.3 

Note: n: number, %: percentage 
 

 

 

Table 8: Perception on the Promotion Khor-sdepa Marriage  

 

Age Groups 
Strongly 

Disagree 
Disagree Not Sure Agree 

Strongly 

Agree 

 

n % n % n % n % n % 

15-35 20 33.3 21 35.0 13 21.7 2 3.3 4 6.7 

36-56 34 56.7 18 30.0 1 1.7 1 1.7 6 10.0 

57 and above 36 60.0 20 33.3 0 0.0 0 0.0 4 6.7 

Note: n: number, %: percentage 
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Table 9: Perception on the Khor-sdepa Marriage Prevents Land fragmentation  

 

Age Groups 
Strongly 

Disagree 
Disagree Not Sure Agree 

Strongly 

Agree 

 
n % n % n % n % n % 

15-35 2 3.3 1 1.7 11 18.3 12 20.0 34 56.7 

36-56 0 0.0 1 1.7 0 0.0 22 36.7 37 61.7 

57 and above 0 0.0 0 0.0 0 0.0 9 15.0 51 85.0 

Note: n: number, %: percentage 
 

 

 

Table 10: Perception on the Khor-sdepa Marriage creates Misunderstanding  

within the Family 

 

Age Groups 
Strongly 

Disagree 
Disagree Not Sure Agree 

Strongly 

Agree 

 
n % n % n % n % n % 

15-35 1 1.7 3 5.0 15 25.0 12 20.0 29 48.3 

36-56 0 0.0 3 5.0 0 0.0 13 21.7 44 73.3 

57 and above 0 0.0 0 0.0 0 0.0 4 6.7 56 93.3 

Note: n: number, %: percentage 
 

 

 

Table 11: Perception on the Importance of Pulham and Tshemlham 

 

Age Groups Strongly 

Disagree 

Disagree Not Sure Agree Strongly 

Agree 

 

n % n % n % n % n % 

15-35 1 1.7 1 1.7 0 0.0 10 16.7 48 80.0 

36-56 0 0.0 2 3.3 0 0.0 22 36.7 36 60.0 

57 and above 0 0.0 3 5.0 0 0.0 12 20.0 45 75.0 

Note: n: number, %: percentage 
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Table 12: Perception on the Drogpa’s Preference of Pulham and Tshemlham 

 

Age Groups 
Strongly 

Disagree 
Disagree Not Sure Agree 

Strongly 

Agree 

 
n % n % n % n % n % 

15-35 3 5.0 7 11.7 8 13.3 14 23.3 28 46.7 

36-56 0 0.0 13 21.7 2 3.3 23 38.3 22 36.7 

57 and above 0 0.0 8 13.3 3 5.0 14 23.3 35 58.3 

Note: n: number, %: percentage 
 

 

 

7. Preservation and Promotion of Drogpa Culture and Traditions 

 

Drogpa are aware of the cultural and traditional transformation and the 

changing behaviour. Most importantly we can notice in Table 7 that most of the MA 

[n=52, 86.6%; “Strongly Agree” and “Agree”] and YA [n=41, 68.3%; “Strongly 

Agree” and “Agree”] are in support of the perception that Drogpa are aware of their 

culture and behaviour transformation than the OA. The OA [n=27, 45.0%: (“Strongly 

Disagree” and “Disagree”)] feels that the Drogpa are not aware of their changing 

behaviour and culture, and 25.0% [n=15] of YA is “Not Sure” of this perception. 

Therefore, if Drogpa have to preserve and promote their unique culture and traditions, 

the Drogpa should be aware of the transforming culture, traditions and behaviour. If 

their perceptions towards culture and traditions change, it would be than difficult to 

sustain the Drogpa culture. Indeed, Drogpa are optimistic in preserving and 

promoting their culture and traditions. Table 4 portrays that 97.8% [n=176] of the 

three generation age groups “Strongly Agree” and “Agree” with the perception that 

culture and traditions must be preserved even though chi-square test concluded that 

such distribution in values has happened by chance with the p-value .194 [Table 2]. 

The content analysis suggests that Drogpa should work collaboratively in enhancing 

their culture and traditions and everyone should be responsible for it. 
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The total respondents of 95.6% [n=172] “Strongly Agree” and “Agree” 

with the perception that Dungkhag of Sag steng and geogs play an important role in 

cultural promotion of Drogpa [Table 10]. These offices have made mandatory for all 

Drogpa to be in their formal dress in any public gatherings and during special 

occasion. Even Sakteng Lower Secondary School has made compulsory for all the 

students to come in their own traditional dresses. They are even punished if they fail 

to come in their traditional attires. One of the respondents from Sag steng shared that 

it is very difficult to get rKub ‘thing and Pi shub for their children because these parts 

of attires are not available and most of the people don’t use them.  

Bhutan government has an empirical significance on its diversified 

cultures and traditions. Her policy is to preserve and promote cultures and traditions 

to maintain the diversification. There are many agencies [Gross National Happiness 

Commission, Department of Cultures, National Museum, Dzongkha Development 

Commission, and the National Library] in Bhutan whose responsibility is affiliated 

with preserving and promoting cultures and traditions through various measures.  

Some of these agencies have started documenting those cultural and 

traditional practices, especially those that are waning off. Such initiatives from the 

government side would enable people to realize the value of their traditions and 

customs. Even though, cultural and traditional practices may transform every day, the 

essence would remain intact in documents for the future references. Most importantly, 

it is Drogpa who should be responsible for preserving and promoting their culture and 

traditions. The study on meme-perception can conclude that the Drogpa are not aware 

of the importance of their culture and traditions, which is very unique in Bhutan. 
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Table 13: Perception on the role of Dungkhag and Geogs in Promoting Drogpa 

Culture and Traditions 

 

Age Groups 
Strongly 

Disagree 
Disagree Not Sure Agree 

Strongly 

Agree 

 
n % n % n % n % n % 

15-35 1 1.7 1 1.7 6 10.0 26 43.3 26 43.3 

36-56 0 0.0 0 0.0 0 0.0 23 38.3 37 61.7 

57 and above 0 0.0 0 0.0 0 0.0 18 30.0 42 70.0 

Note: n: number, %: percentage 
 

 

 

8. CONCLUSION 

 

Drogpa’s culture and traditions are one of the most noteworthy 

cultures and traditions of Bhutan. Although similar type of tribe is also seen in 

Arunachal Pradesh, India, yet they have some major differences. Perhaps, they may 

trace a common origination. This section of people is believed to have come from 

Tshona, South of Tibet, accompanied by Ama Jomo Remanti [secular head] and 

Blama Bya ras pa [spiritual head]. Most of the Drogpa are not aware of their history; 

those who know have vague ideas. This could be because the biography that contains 

their history is not accessible to all. Only a few Drogpa possess such biography and 

they are not willing to share unless they are paid in cash not in kind. Such behaviour 

would hinder others to know about them. 

The statistical tests have confirmed that the three generation age groups 

of Drogpa have a common meme-perception regarding the acceptance of modern 

development and preserving and promoting culture and traditions. The respondents 

are willing to accept modern developments and meanwhile they are also looking 

forward to preserve and promote their culture and traditions. However, the question is 

why their culture and traditions are transforming although they have a common 

meme-perception, and also they were found to be less receptive people to modern 

developments. It is apparent that these people are transforming culturally and 

behaviourally irrespective of their common meme-perception.  Hence, the continual 

endurance of Drogpa culture and traditions is not certain in the pace of modern 
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development. Also, the three generations age groups of Drogpa have different 

opinions on the perception that modern development is a threat on culture and 

traditions. 

The plans and policies on preserving and promoting cultures and 

traditions have a critical role to function in this modernizing world. Bhutan has 

fundamentally focused on preserving and promoting cultures and traditions as an 

integral part of her identity. However, individual meme-perception is deemed crucial 

even though cultures and traditions have received utmost significance in Bhutan. 

Without studying the perception of the people it would often be difficult to understand 

their willingness to preserve and promote cultures and traditions. In fact, the 

individual perception of people on their respective culture and traditions would help 

government to understand the situation of those cultures and traditions that are 

progressively waning off.  
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APPENDIX 1  

GLOSSARY 

 

Aka : The tribe of Arunachal Pradesh. 

Ama Jomo Remanti                             : The chief deity of Drogpa. 

Ani  : Daughter of Ama Jomo Remanti. 

Aola Sokh                                           : The song sung by the people of Radhi to 

commemorate the death of Yab Thangla Gyalpo 

[more at Yab Thangla Gyalpo]. 

Ara        : Brewed whisky of grains [especially from maize]. 

Bagma Tonglen         : It is the third stage of marriage custom of Drogpa 

whereby, bride will be finally sent off to groom’s 

house. 

Bal Todung : Woolen sTod dung. 

Bal Yul : Nepal. 

Balyul Tama Jong : Another name of Sag steng meaning the paradise 

of rhododendrons. 

Barchang : The second stage of marriage custom of Drogpa. 

Bazigars : Tribal people of Punjab, India renown for dancing 

and singing within their region. 

Bjop : The semi-nomadic yak herders of Thimphu, Gasa, 

Haa and part of Chhukha. 

Lama : An Abbot/a Priest. 

Lama Jarapa : Son of Bya Don Drub [descendants of Bird kings] 

who later became the Spiritual head of Drogpa. 

Lama Wang  A monk from Mӧn Tawang who authored the 

biography “Rang re’i pha mes kye byung kungs 

mkha lding kyung gi gdung rbas chung brjod par 

bya ba ni//”. 
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Lonpo : Minister. 

Lonpo Nachenpo : The reincarnation of Bird Kings who lived during 

the reign of Chos rgyal Srong btsan sgam po. 

Bod : Tibet. 

Bod ked : The Tibetan Language. 

Btsim lham/ Mo lham : Boots made of either yak or sheep hair. 

Buddhism : The teachings of Siddhartha Gautama Buddha 

Bumthang pa : The people of Bumthang district, central Bhutan. 

Byachung : Mythical bird Garuda. 

Chang pa ama : Wine waitress 

Chogyal Songtsan Gampo : A Buddhist king who ruled Tibet from 627 A.D to 

649 A.D. 

Chhukha : Southern district of Bhutan 

Chung-gnyen : The Childhood engagement 

Chu pa : Woolen jacket worn by male Drogpa up to the 

height of mid thigh. 

Dabzang : The ancestor of Bird lineage. 

Dagana : Southwestern district of Bhutan. 

Dar : A scarf 

Daw : A close friend of bride chosen by an astrologer 

whose responsibility is to sit with her bride friend 

during the marriage ceremony. 

Ü Tsang skad : The central Tibetan Language 

Desi : Secular head of the dual system of government of 

Zhabdrung Ngawang Namgyal. 

Dkarchang : White brewed whisky. 

Doya/Lhop : The tribal people of Dorokha, Samtse. 

Padar : Ritual scarves given to bride’s parents by groom’s 

parents during Barchang. 
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Drads : Also called Brokpa the tribe of Ladakh, India. 

Dramtoep : Tribal people of Samtse district. 

Dri : A Knife in Drogpa language. 

Drogpa : The people of Me rag and Sag steng. They are 

also called Brogpa in Tibetan dialect meaning 

men of pastures. 

Drogpa kha ked : Drogpa language. 

Druk : Bhutan. 

Dungkhag : Sub division of the main district. 

Dungpa : Head of the sub district. 

Dzongkha : Bhutan’s national language. 

Gamri chu : River that passes through the entire valleys of Sag 

steng and Phongmed. 

Garpa Dongsu : A matchmaker 

Gasa : Northernmost district of Bhutan sharing the 

border with Tibet-China. 

Glud : Scapegoats believed to be possessing evil curse.   

Glud tor/ Glud gong : A ritual performed to get rid of scapegoats. 

Glu pa : Male singers who sing during marriage ceremony 

of Drogpa. 

Glu pa : Male singers who sing during marriage ceremony 

of Drogpa. 

Nagpo Bjachung : Black Garuda, a descendant of Bird Kings. 

Nyer pa : Storekeeper. 

Gomchen : Hermit. 

Great Andamanese : Tribes of Andaman, India. 

Drig chang : It is similar to Krung chang. “sGrig” means to 

unite young groom and bride. 
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Drub Wang Dragpa Jutsen : Reincarnation of Prince Kintu Legpa born in 

rKang pa ra. 

Sergi Legbam : Buddhist cannons written in gold. 

Guru Rinpoche : The precious master. He is also considered as 

second Buddha in some Mahayana Buddhist 

countries. He brought Tantric Buddhism 

[Vajrayana] in Bhutan. 

Gyab chang : The return drink given to groom’s parents by 

bride’s parents when bride refuses the proposal of 

marriage. 

Yazang : The megalomaniac King of Mtsho snar who 

commanded his subjects to level the summit of 

mountain that was shadowing his palace Mkar 

gdong rdzong. 

Gyalse  Tenzin Rabgyal : The fourth Druk Desi of Bhutan. 

Gid thag : A rope like belt made of yak hair to fasten the 

Pags tsa. 

Jukar : It is a group of stars [constellation]. 

Zugthing Todung : Mostly silk is use to weave this cloth with full of 

brocades. 

Bura Todung : Silk sTod dung. 

Jarawar:  : Tribes of Andaman, India. 

Jor zhamo : Tibetan hat. 

Kaegyn : A necklace [coral and turquoise] worn by female 

Drogpa.   

Kanggho : Woolen open shorts worn by male Drogpa up to 

the height of knee. 

Khengpa : People from Kheng regions of Zhemgang district. 

Khor Debpa : Polyandry or polygamy type of marriage. 

Kintu Legpa : Son of ‘Mkha ‘gro ‘groba bzang mo and King 

‘Bka la dbang po of Tibet who later ruled 

Padmacan [now it is called Ca ling]. 
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Kom Lon Rog Sum : Three Drogpa settlements under Mtsho snar 

region.    

Kothkin : Father’s sister’s son or mother’s brother’s son or 

brother in law (sister’s husband). 

Trung chang : First stage of marriage custom of Drogpa 

whereby Garpa gdong bsu will propose the bride’s 

parents on behalf of groom’s parents. 

 

Kubthing 
: 

A piece of leather placed at mid-buttock and tied 

around the waist to prevent dirtying of cloths.. 

“rKub” means buttock and “ ‘thing” means a 

mattress. It is widely used by male Nag rdze. 

La : Mountain Pass. 

Laya : A village under Gasa district. 

Layap : People of Laya. 

Lham rog : A cord made of either wool or yak hair to tie up 

sPu lham, Pag lham and Btsim lham/ Mo lham 

below the knee. 

Lhem pa : It is a red square piece of cloth placed at the back 

tied around the neck. 

Lopon Khizhi : Name given to [alias] sGrub dbang grags pa rjai 

btsun. 

Logdro jong : It is a Tibetan word meaning to return from a 

particular place. “Log ‘gro”: to return and “jong” 

means place. 

Mad kyem : A piece of black cloth [of either wool or yak hair] 

placed around the back of buttock is worn by 

female Drogpa. The Monpas of Arunachal wear 

red sMad dkyigem. 

Me harg : It is a Drogpa term which means setting on fire. 

The word “Me rag” has its origination from “Me 

harg”. 

Me rag : Drogpa settlement located at an altitude of ± 

4,500 meters above mean sea level. 

Metog Zemo : Daughter of Ama Jomo Remanti. 
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Gon Su pa : Guest Master 

Khardong Dzong : The fortress of a megalomaniac king ‘Gya bzang 

of Mtsho snar. 

Khandro Yishis Tsogyal : Spiritual concert of Guru Rinpoche who possessed 

supernatural wisdom. 

Monpa : People of Mӧn Tawang, Arunachal Pradesh. The 

early inhabitants of Bhutan are also called Monpa. 

Mo Glud : Female scapegoat. 

Tshona : A region located in South of Tibet.  

Nagchang : Black brewed whisky. 

Nagas : The underworld deities possessing special power 

to wreak sickness to humans. 

Na ze : “Nag” is a Tibetan term which means any bovine 

species [here it refers to yaks] and “rdze” means 

herder. 

Namcaog Yudang proị : An earring made of turquoise. 

Namthar : Biography/text narrating the story of a person. 

Nga zor : A pen-knife tied at right waist by a chain made of 

coins that reaches up to the mid thigh. 

Nyagchung la : A mountain pass of approximately 4,500 meters 

above mean sea level located between Me rag and 

Sag steng. Nyag caung literally means 

“exhausted”. 

Nyera Amo Chu : River that passes by Me rag village. 

Onge : Tribes of Andaman, India. 

Padma Lingpa : One of the 5 great tertons born in Tang, 

Bumthang. 

Pag lham : Boot made of either yak’s or sheep’s skin. 

Pagtsa : Tanned leather of animals like calf, deer, antelope 

and even wild goats. 
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Pakaling : A Sharchop settlement located between 

Phongmed and Radhi. 

Palang : A wooden jar with the capacity to hold 2-3 bottles 

of arag. Palang is usually supplied by the 

community of Kengkhar of Mongar district. 

Pangkhep : Woven scarves gifted by groom’s parents to 

bride’s parents during Barchang. 

Pho Glud : Male scapegoat. 

Phongmed : Sharchopa settlement located at West of Me rag 

and Sag steng. A few Brami communities also 

reside in parts of Phongmed. 

Pi shub : Leather leggings. 

Trul pa : Reincarnation of an eminent one. 

Pu lham : Boot made of yak’s hair. 

Radhi : One of the Sharchopas settlement situated in West 

of Me rag and Sag steng. It is believed that Ama 

Jomo named this place after she has come across a 

group of goats grazing at this place.  

Ralung : One of the provinces in Tibet where Drukpa 

Kagyu set of Buddhism originated. 

Sag steng : Drogpa settlement situated at an elevation of ± 

3,000 meters above mean sea level. 

Samtse : Southwestern district of Bhutan. 

Sentinelese : Tribes of Andaman, India. 

Sergamathang : Golden cousin (daughter of uncle and aunt). 

Sherdugpen : Tribal people of Tawang, Arunachal Pradesh. 

Shing ka : A loose white and pink striped silk cloth worn by 

female Drogpa. Plain white Shing ka is also worn 

informally.   

Shogzang : The ancestor of Bird lineage. 

Sinhala : A group of inhabitant of Sri Lanka. 
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Taba : Tribal people of Samtse district. 

Tamil : A group of inhabitant of Sri Lanka. 

Tau ngama : A copper vessel for storing arag. 

Tawang : One of the districts of Arunachal Pradesh state 

where Monpas have settled. 

Terton : Special heirs of Guru Rinpoche who are bestowed 

with the responsibility of discovering treasures 

and spreading Buddhism whenever need arise. 

According to Guru Rinpoche’s prophesy 5 great 

tertons, 108 major tertons and 1,002 minor tertons 

would be born. 

Thabtshang pa : A cook. 

Todung : Long sleeved shirt worn by Female Drogpa. 

Toktop : Tribal people of Samtse district. 

Trongsa : One of the central districts of Bhutan. 

Tsid pa zhamo : Black hat with 5 long tufts made of yak’s hair. 

Tsipa : An astrologer. 

Uni : Daughter of Ama Jomo Remanti. 

Veddas : Aboriginal group of people living within Sri 

Lanka. 

Wangdue Phodrang : A district located in Western part of Bhutan. 

Yab Thangla Gyalpo : Ama Jomo Remanti’s father. 

Yanglaeshod : A cave in Nepal in which Guru Rinpoche did 

meditation. 

Yanomamis : Indian tribal people residing in Brazil. 
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APPENDIX 2 

PHOTOGRAPHS 

        

      Figure 1 : Sag steng  Village, Trashigang, Bhutan  

      Source : Author, May 14, 2013 

        

       Figure 2 : Me rag  Village, Trashigang, Bhutan 

       Source : Phuntsho, September 20, 2012 
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      Figure 3 : Drogpa men wearing Turquoise Earrings 

      Source : Phuntsho, September 20, 2012 

 

 

       Figure 4 : Drogpa women adorned with beautiful Ornaments 

        Source : Phuntsho, October 10, 2013 
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       Figure 5 : Drogpa Youths in their Traditional Costumes at Sag steng 

       Source : Author, February 7, 2013   

 

       Figure 6 : Research Team (Researcher in the center) and the Drogpa Youths 

        Source : Author, February 7, 2013 
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APPENDIX 3 

SURVEY QUESTIONNAIRE 

 

 

Survey questionnaire to evaluate the Meme-Perception of three Drogpa 

generations in Bhutan 

The pivotal purpose of distributing the set of questionnaire is to study the 

transformation of the Drogpa culture, tradition and behaviour as a result of the 

influxion of modern development in the regions of Me rag and Sag steng. Your views 

will not be disclosed and thank you for participating.  

Respondent No:    Date:…./…./…  Time: 

Village:     Geog: 

Personal Information 

1. Gender: 

o Male 

o Female 

2. Age: 

o 15-35 

o 36-56 

o 57 and above 

3. Educational background 

o None 

o Non Formal Education 

o Primary level 

o Secondary level 

o Diploma 

o Bachelor degree 

o Master degree 

o Others (Please specify) 

4. Occupational status: 

o Herder (Na ze) 

o Farmer 

o Layman 

o Student 

o Businessman 

o Others (Please specify) 
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Read the following questions/statements and rate them accordingly. 

Rating Details: 

5 : Strongly agree 

4 : Agree 

3 : Not sure 

2 : Disagree 

1 : Strongly disagree  

  

No. Questions 
Ratings 

5 4 3 2 1 

1 Modern development is important for promoting the socio-

economic status of Drogpa.  
     

2 Culture and tradition play an important role in promoting socio-

economic status of Drogpa. 
     

3 Modern development is a great threat on the survival of Drogpa 

culture and tradition. 
     

4 Drogpa are looking forward to preserve and promote their 

culture and tradition. 
     

5 Modern development is progressively devaluing Drogpa culture 

and traditions. 
     

6 Drogpa are aware of their cultural and traditional transformation.      

7 Dungkhag and Geog are encouraging Drogpa to uphold their 

culture and tradition. 
     

8 Young Age Drogpa is concerned about their transforming 
culture and tradition. 

     

9 Old Age Drogpa encourage their youths to preserve and promote 

culture and tradition. 
     

10 Brukor culture will continue even if Drogpa pay attention to 
modern development. 

     

11 Young Age Drogpa hardly goes for Brukor.      

12 Chung gnyen and khor sdepa are still practiced by Drogpa.      

13 Chung gnyen and khor sdepa are better way of getting married.      

14 Drogpa are not interested in Pulham and Tshemlham (boots)      

15 Young Age Drogpa is more interested in modern technologies 

(e.g., Cell phones, television, internet etc…) than Old and 

Middle Ages. 

     

16 Facilities such as roads and cell phones will help Drogpa in 
trading their dairy products. 

     

17 Yak herding culture may disappear due to modern development 

and the shortage of pastureland. 
     

18 Drogpa costumes are gradually waning and especially youths are 

not interested to wear them. 
     

19 Traditional funeral customs of Drogpa has transformed within a 

few years.  
     

20 It is certain that the values of Drogpa culture and traditions will 

fade away if they don’t take care.  
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APPENDIX 4 

SEMI-STRUCTURED QUESTIONNAIRE 

 

Principal Questions Supplementary Questions 

1. The Drogpa costumes are very unique 

amongst other tribes in Bhutan. So, 

could you share the significance of 

your costume in your society? 

- What is your opinion regarding the 

Drogpa’s interest in wearing their 

costumes? 

- Could you suggest a few strategies to 

how to preserve and promote Drogpa 

costumes? 

2. Drogpa culture and traditions are 

enriched with various precious 

festivals and songs. Could you share 

the importance of Drogpa festivals and 

songs? 

- What differences do you see amongst 

the people regarding their interest in 

festivals and songs? 

- How Drogpa are trying to promote 

and preserve such traditions? 

- Is they any reverse impact it Drogpa 

do not practice such traditions? 

3. Could you share your opinion on the 

status of the Khor-sdepa and Chung-

gnyen marriage customs of Drogpa? 

- How and why these marriage customs 

might have commenced in Drogpa 

society? 

- Is there any benefit practicing these 

marriage customs? 

- What is your perception on the 

preservation and promotion of these 

marriage customs? 

4. According to the literature the Brukor 

and Nepo customs are noted as the 

most fascinating cultural practices. 

How consistently Drogpa practice 

such cultural norms? 

- Why Drogpa go for Brukor? 

- In what ways Nepo benefit Drogpa? 

- What is your perception on the 

survival of Brukor and Nepo practices 

under the influencing modernization? 

5. Modernization is a great threat on your 

culture and traditions. Could you share 

your opinion on it? 

- What is the reaction of Drogpa 

towards the modernization? 

- How Drogpa are planning to promote 

and preserve their culture and 

traditions? 

- How do you think Drogpa should 

minimize the influence of 

modernization? 
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APPENDIX 5 

DAWSON’S INTERVIEW SUMMARY FORM 

 

Interviewee Code: .................................... Date of Interview: ................................... 

Place: ........................................................ Time of Interview: ................................... 

Duration of Interview: ............................. 

 

1. Where did the interview take place? Was the venue suitable? Does anything need 

to be changed for future interview? 

 

2. How easy was it to establish rapport? Were there any problems and how can this 

be improved for next time? 

 

3. What were the main themes which arose in the interview? Did any issue arise 

which need to be added to the interview schedule for next time? 

 

4. Is the interviewee willing to be contacted again? Have I promised to send any 

information or supply them with the results or a copy of the transcript? 

Source: Dawson, 2002, p. 113 
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